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A familiar saying in the states of the Deep South for many
years has been "Save Your Confederate Money Boys, the
South Will Rise Again." Those of us who have saved Confeder-
ate and Southern States Currency from the period of the "War
of Northern Aggression," 1 also know that while the South is
highly unlikely to withdraw from the Union again, the CSA and
Southern States currency has risen from the ranks of worthless
paper to the realm of highly collectible and often very valuable
investments.

In light of the popular reputation for little inherent value in old
Confederate notes, it often brings a smile to the face of friends to
mention that there exist many notorious counterfeit copies of
the Confederate and some Southern States originals. Several
dealers have specialized in offering these counterfeits to collec-
tors, in the belief that they are often rarer, and therefore, in the
long run, more valuable than many of the original notes. While
no collection of Confederate currency is complete without the
famous XXI, "Female Riding Deer," counterfeit for which there
was no original, and the widely recognized CT-65, $100 Lucy
Pickens "Havana" counterfeit, most collectors rarely get beyond
these two items.

A CCORDING to the "experts" in the field of the Confeder-
ate States of America (CSA) and Southern States coun-
terfeits, there are at least 28 counterfeit CSA type notes

with several varieties of some types, and a somewhat smaller
number of recognized counterfeit Southern States and local
bank notes from the same period. Values of these notes in 1987
range from $10.00 for the more common varieties to as much
as $1,760 paid in an auction in 1985 for one of the four known
copies of a counterfeit T-64, $500 Stonewall Jackson issue of
the 1864. There are at least nine varieties of the type XXI, rang-
ing in value in crisp uncirculated condition (CU) from $95 to
over $150 for the rarest variety, a green and black version with a
gold imprint of a cotton wagon on the back. Very fine (VF) con-
dition copies of the type XXI range in value from $50 up.

The most interesting thing about the counterfeit CSA and
Southern States notes is that they are mostly contemporary
1862-1865 reproductions, and many varieties actually circulat-
ed, with redemption stamps indicating that interest was paid on
some bogus notes, and many "counterfeit" cancellations indi-
cating that they were removed from circulation during the Civil
War period. While there have always been independent efforts
to "make money," undertaken by individuals to enrich them-
selves at the expense of the public trust, there is some evidence
that the federal (Union) government encouraged and possibly
sponsored some of the efforts to undermine the value of Con-
federate currency.

The counterfeit did not have to be of high quality. The aver-
age person rarely had the opportunity to compare an original
$20 note with a suspected counterfeit of the same denomination
because it was unusual to carry as much as $40 in your wallet in

those days. While some of the counterfeits are simple, crude,
wood-cut prints, many of them are superior in quality compared
to the Confederate originals. This was possible due to the exist-
ence of skilled engravers and superior equipment in the North.
If one carefully examines an original Confederate note, one is
not surprised by the poor quality produced by a government
that was struggling to satisfy the basic means of exchange in an
economy beset with shortages of virtually everything from paper
to printing ink.

Most of the engraving services in the United States before the
Civil War were located in New York, Philadelphia and Boston,
with a satellite of the American Bank Note Company (later
called the Southern Bank Note Company) located in New Or-
leans. Its services were lost to the South with the federal occupa-
tion of New Orleans in 1862. It was a struggle for the South to
find the engraving, lithographic, and printing skills required by
the Confederate government for currency and postage stamps.
Most of the contracts for original notes, bonds and stamps were
taken by a relatively few firms in Richmond, VA, Columbia, SC,
and New Orleans, LA.

A few enterprising souls undoubtedly undertook to enrich
themselves by counterfeiting in their native South during the
1861-1865 period, but the most notorious efforts were by S.C.
Upham, of 403 Chestnut Street in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
While there is still some question whether the federal govern-
ment in Washington was financing some part of this effort, there
is no doubt that Upham's notes were printed both as souvenirs
and to be passed in the South in place of authentic currency.
While most of the Upham notes have the word "FAC-SIMILE"
printed outside the margin, the ease of trimming the note to
eliminate this designation without disturbing the appearance of-
the note made it popular for Yankees to "do one's patriotic
duty" by passing such counterfeits in the states of the Southern
Confederacy,
A period broadside advertises:

MEMENTOS OF THE REBELLION

Rebel Notes, Shinplasters and Postage Stamps

The undersigned has just published perfect FAC-SIMILES of the
following Rebel Notes, Shinplasters and Postage Stamps, which will be
found curious as well as interesting mementos of the Rebellion .

$10 Confederate Note, issued at Richmond, Va.
$5
10 Cent Shinplaster, issued by the Bank of Tennessee.
15 " "	 Corporation of Winchester, 	 Va.
5 "

	

15 "	 Charlestown, "
5 " Richmond,	 "

	

25 "	 "
	 Camden,	 N.C.

50 " " Mech's Savings Ass'n, Savannah, Ga.

10 Cent Confederate States of America Postage Stamp.
5
5 " Postage Stamp, issued by Postmaster at New Orleans.

51



MEMEXTOS OF TRE
FAC SIMILES

CONFEDERATE NOTES & SHINPLASTERS.
AM , 	1VP10,1--A.ALE

T. E. RXXIOill,
No. 446 8th Street West, Washington, 17, C.

50 CFvus ft. 5 GENTS. K.A.I.1.•

Upham "FAC-SIMILES" were sold to dealers in envelopes like this.
This one contained some of the notes mentioned in the May 1862,
Upham broadside, and one of the fine-cent CSA counterfeit stamps.
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RETAIL PRICE OF THE NOTES AND SHINPLASTERS,
FIVE CENTS EACH.

RETAIL PRICE OF THE POSTAGE STAMPS, THREE CENTS EACH.

Agents supplied with the NOTES and SHINPLASTERS, at $2 per 100 or
$15 per thousand

Agents supplied with the POSTAGE STAMPS, at $1 per 100, or $7.50
per thousand

One each of the above Notes, Shinplasters and Postage Stamps, sent
post-paid to any address, on the receipt of FIFTY cents.

QUICK SALES AND LARGE PROFITS.

Upwards of 80,000 of the Notes, Shinplasters and Postage Stamps
have been sold during the past four weeks, and the cry is still for more.
Orders by MAIL and EXPRESS promptly filled.

Address, S. C. UPHAM,

May, 1862 No. 403 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Upham broadside goes on to praise the quality of the coun-
terfeits, by listing "NOTICES OF THE PRESS." These are both
informative and amusing, and are presented here as evidence
that the contemporary counterfeits were very effective.

"REBELDOM HIGHLY INDIGNANT. — 'YANKEE TRICK.' The rebel
papers contain the following:

"PHILADELPHIA CONFEDERATE BONDS. — Detective Good-
rich, of the rebel Treasury Department, has exhibited to the editor of the
Richmond Dispatch what he terms 'the last and grossest piece of
Yankee scoundrelism, and an infernal means to discredit the currency
of the Southern Confederacy.' 'It consists.' says the Dispatch, 'in well
executed counterfeits of our five dollar Confederate notes, struck off in
Philadelphia, where the news-boys are selling them at five cents apiece.
This note is well calculated to deceive, and in nearly every particular is a
fac-simile of the original. We caution persons receiving this money to be
exceedingly careful, as there is no means of knowing to what extent
they have been circulated.'

"The 'Yankee Scoundrel' who has counterfeited these Valuable notes
is Mr. S.C. Upham, 403 Chestnut Street. He has issued fac-similes of
seven kinds of rebel shinplasters and two denominations of their notes.
He has also issued exact copies of rebel postage stamps of three kinds,
the five and ten cent stamps issued by the Confederate Government,
and the five cent stamp got up by J.S. Riddell, the postmaster at New
Orleans, and bearing his name. Mr. Upham sells these fac-similes very
cheap, but they certainly bring as much as the original are worth." —
Philadelphia Evening Bulletin.

Other comments cited on the broadside include:
"SAMUEL C. UPHAM, of Philadelphia, advertises that he will sell

Confederate notes at easy prices. We at first thought that he had taken
some of them for a very bad debt, but it appears he has executed fac-
similes of them which he disposes of as mementos. The rates offered by
MR. UPHAM are very moderate, and yet we assure all who are anxious
to speculate, that his lithographed notes are worth just as much as those
issued by Jeff. Davis." — Louisville Journal

"Confederate Bank Notes, of the denomination of FIVE and TEN
Dollars each, have been issued by S.C. Upham, No. 403 Chestnut
Street, and are sold by him at the most remarkable discount on record.
The engraving is fully equal to that of the originals, and the notes are
perfect fac-similes of those prepared at Richmond." — Philadelphia In-

quirer
"CONFEDERATE NOTES. — MR. S.C. UPHAM, 403 Chestnut

Street, has published fac-similes of the $5 and $10 Confederate Notes,
issued at Richmond, which will be curiosities ere long, when the rebel-
lion is crushed. MR. UPHAM'S notes are as valuable, we dare say, as
the originals." — Philadelphia Press

"MR. S.C. UPHAM, No. 403 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, publish-
es fac-similes of the Confederate State notes, which are quite interesting
to the curious." — N.Y. Tribune

"Confederate Money. — Mr. S.C. Upham, 403 Chestnut Street, has
got out excellent fac-similes of the $5 and $10 notes of the "Confeder-
ate States of America," which he sells at prices even cheaper than they
bring in Richmond and Memphis. They are curious and interesting, and
will become more so as time advances." — Phila. Evening Bulletin

The counterfeit notes and postage stamps were packaged in
envelopes for dealers. One piece in the collection of this author
is imprinted as follows:

MEMENTOS OF THE REBELLION.
FAC SIMILES

OF
CONFEDERATE NOTES & SHINPLASTERS.

Published and For Sale Wholesale and Retail by
W. H. BIXLER

No. 446 8th Street West, Washington, D.C.
Price 50 Cents per package, or 5 Cents each

The notes contained in the packages were printed by S.C.
Upham in Philadelphia. The notes that circulated were carefully
trimmed to eliminate the word "FAC-SIMILE" and his imprint.
The initial printing was so successful that Upham printed at least
ten additional types, mostly 1861 and 1862 issues.

It is not known if Upham printed the infamous type XXI, but
this was not a copy of any real CSA note, even though it is
known to have circulated among those trusting Southern souls
who did not know of the "Yankee Trick." The type XXI is
known in three (face) color varieties: red and black, orange and
black, and green and black, with at least three types of paper —
plain, parchment-type, and blue tint—and at least four different
reverse designs. This author has nine varieties in his personal
collection.

Some of the counterfeits are high quality engraving reproduc-
tions, and a few are obviously superior to the original notes.
Many have printed signatures, a characteristic of most of the Up-
ham work, but some of the best counterfeits have forged signa-
tures as well as handwritten serial numbers.

The rarest counterfeit, the $500 Stonewall Jackson note
issued in original form in 1864, has a red-orange background
color rather than the red or pink background of the original
note. There are only four currently known copies of this coun-
terfeit, all in private collections. The dissemination of informa-
tion on how to identify the counterfeit, as well as publicity about
its value, may well bring other copies to our attention as collec-
tors more closely examine their copies of T-64, listed in Grover
Criswell's well-known Confederate and Southern States Cur-
rency 2 as variety (Cr)489.
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The new edition of Criswell's book, the standard reference for
Confederate Note collectors, is reported to contain listings of the
counterfeit as well as the original notes. This will make it even
more desirable to collect Confederate counterfeits.

Table 1
Listing of Known Counterfeits of

Confederate States Currency

Type s Year Brief Description
Up- Varie-

ham • 	ties 5

XXI 1861 $20 Female Riding Deer 9
CT-10 1861 $10 Liberty, Shield & Eagle 4
CT-11 1861 $5 Liberty & Eagle 1
CT-13 1861 $100 Loading Cotton &

Sailor Yes 4
CT-14 1861 $50 Moneta & Chest 3
CT-16 1861 $50 Jefferson Davis 4
CT-18 1861 $20 Sailing Ship 5
CT-19 1861 $20 Navigation & Blacksmith Yes 4
CT-20 1861 $20 Industry & Beehive 5
CT-22 1861 $10 Indian Family Yes 6
CT-25 1861 $10 Hope with Anchor

(no X) Yes 3
CT-26 1861 $10 Hope with Anchor

(red X) Yes 2
CT-28 1861 $10 Ceres & Commerce

with Urn Yes 2
CT-29 1861 $10 Picking Cotton Yes 2
CT-31 1861 $5 Five Women,

G. Washington rt. Yes 4
CT-33 1861 $5 C.G. Memminger,

Minerva rt. 2 5

Types Year Brief Description
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Up- 	 Varie-
ham 4 	ties'

CT-36 1861 $5 Ceres on Cotton Bale 2
CT-37 1861 $5 Sailor & Cotton Bale Yes 2
CT-39 1862 $100 Train with Straight Steam Yes 2
CT-41 1862 $100 Hoeing Cotton,

Columbia rt. Yes 3
CT-42 1862 $2 South Striking Down Union Yes 1
CT-44 1862 $1 Steamship at Sea

Lucy Pickens Yes 1
CT-45 1862 $1 Same at CT-44 w. Green 1

& One Yes 1
CT-46 1862 $10 Ceres on Cotton Bales Yes 2
CT-56 1863 $100 Lucy Pickens,

Green Back 0 1
CT-58 1863 $20 Capitol at Nashville,

Blue Back 0 1
CT-64 1864 $500 Stonewall Jackson

(Havana) 6 0 1
CT-65 1864 $100 Lucy Pickens, Blue Back

(Havana) 6 0 1
CT-66 1864 $50 Jefferson Davis

(Havana) 6 0 1

The above listing is based on the collection of the author and
catalog listings published by Hugh Shull, P.O. Box 712, Lees-
ville, SC 29070.

Any collector having knowlege of additional counterfeit types
would provide a valuable addition to our knowledge on the sub-
ject by contacting Hank McCarl, P.O. Box 352, Birmingham,
AL 35201-0352.

Type 42 CSA original note above, Upham "FAC-SIMILE"below. The
counterfeit is not numbered, and has printed signatures, whereas the
real note is numbered and signed.
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Photograph of the Type XXI CSA Counterfeit, for which there was no

real note. This note was a complete hoax, but there is evidence that this
type note did actually circulate as currency in the States of the Confed-
eracy. There are at least nine varieties of Type XXI with red and black,
orange and black, and green and black face color designs (as shown).
At least five back designs are known. The green and black variety
comes with a green or a gold cotton wagon back.

Type 44 CSA original note above, Upham "FAC-SIMILE" below. The
counterfeit is not numbered, and has printed signatures, whereas the
real note is numbered and signed.
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Table 2
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Up- 	 Varie-
Known Counterfeits — Type' 	 Year Brief Description ham 8 	ties 9

Southern States & C-3206	 1861 	 $2 Corp. of Richmond, VA
Local Currency (1861-1865) (RdOr&Blk) 1

Up- Varie- UNL 	 1861 5 c Richmond, VA by
Type 7 Year Brief Description ham' 	 ties 9 C.R. Bricken 10 Yes 	 2
G19(Cr)
M-578

1863 5 c State of Georgia
1861 	 50 c Mechanics' S&L

1 UNL 	 1862 	 15 c Corp. of Charlestown,
VA 11 Yes 	 1

C-880
Assoc., Savannah, GA

1861 25 c Camden Co., N.CAR-
Yes 	 1 UNL	 1861 	 5 c Corp. of Winchester,

VA, (Blk) 12 Yes 	 2

NC-
OLNA. (Green) Yes 	 2 C-3503 	 1861 	 15 c Corp. of Winchester,

VA (Red) Yes 	 1
148(Cr) 1865 	 5 c State of North Carolina 1 C-3535 	 1861 	 $1 Corp. of Winchester, VA
T-65 1861 	 5 c Bank of Tennessee

(Nashville) Yes 	 1 (Blk) 1

T-100 1861 	 10 c Bank of Tennessee
(Nashville) Yes	 1 The above listing is based on the collection of the author and

C-3203 1861 	 $1 Corp. of Richmond, VA
(Gr&Blk) Yes 	 1

catalog listings published by Hugh Shull, P.O. Box 712, Lees-
ville, SC 29070.

Type 65 CSA original note above and "Havana" type counterfeit be-
low. The Federal government may have been financing the reproduc-
tion of this note in Havana, Cuba. The counterfeit is smaller than the
orignal with distinctly different engraving of Lucy Pickens in the center.
Type 56, 64, 65, and 66 counterfeits are known to exist. Type 66 also
has a smaller design than the original $50 Jeff Davis note. Engraving of
these counterfeits is superior to the originals. It is unlikely that this series
of counterfeits was a product of S.C. Upham, but this has never been
confirmed.
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County of Camden, North Carolina 25-cent "shinplaster," was printed
with red ink (above), while Upham "FAC-SIMILE" was printed in green
ink with incorrect spelling of "NORTH CAROLNA."

Upham counterfeits of Mechanics' Savings and Loan Association of
Savannah. The lower design shows Upham imprint, and is reproduced
from the opposite side of the Upham broadside of May, 1862.
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Upham counterfeit above and original note below. The Mechanics' Sav-

ings and Loan Association had at least two designs of their original note.

and despite the design differences between the Upham counterfeit and

the real notes, there was enough confusion to allow the Upham prints to

pass as real currency among unsuspecting citizens of Savannah.

Corporation of Winchester, fifteen-cent "shinplaster" printed in red ink

on buff paper. Real note above, Upham "FAC - SIMILE" below. This

was a particularly good reproduction of dates, serial numbers and signa-

tures.

(Continued on page 164)
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quisite taste and with an eye for the unique gathered the pieces
from their diverse sources and assembled this remarkable group.
Adding to his credit is the fact that he held the group together in-
tact for almost 40 years!

What sets this group apart from every other 99999999-
00000001 changeover set—a few appeared in the Grinnell
sales—are the mismatched serials that occur on the 4th and 6th
notes where a 9 appears in the third position instead of a zero on
the left numbers. Frosting on the cake is the fact that the press-
man spotted the errors, immediately corrected the press, and
flagged the two mismatches for replacement. How did he flag
the errors? The only way at his disposal. He stuck his finger on
the still wet offending serial numbers and smeared each left to
right across the entire number and beyond into the portraits. I
don't know the fellow's name but I can at least tell you from his
distinctive smears that he was right-handed.

Most fortunately the two mismatches escaped the inspector's
sharp eye and survived to tell their story. Each note in this group
is as pristine as the moment it fell from the press. Even the band-
ing of the bricks, which can chew up such last and first notes, left
no damage whatever on these fine notes.

For those of you who have a technical bent, you will recog-
nize that these notes were serial numbered using the old style
system wherein serial numbering is consecutive down the half
sheet rather than vertical through the stack of sheets. In this case
the 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 notes landed respectively on the A, B, C,
D, E and F plate positions. The 99999999 was printed on the I
position or 3rd note down from the top of the right-hand side of
its sheet. The third position down is exactly where it must lie as
the 99999999th note in its sequence.

The numbering presses for the earliest small-size notes hand-
led half sheets of six subjects. Numbering was consecutive down
the half sheets. Once the half sheets were numbered, the six
notes were immediately cut from the sheet and automatically
stacked in order. The next half sheet was numbered, cut, and its
six notes were added in order to the bottom of the stack.

By the time the $1 Series of 1935A silver certificates were in-
troduced in 1938, numbering presses could handle full sheets of
12 notes. Numbering on these was also consecutive, down the
respective halves of the sheets, but usually the numbers on the
left side consisted of the lower half of serials in the group being
printed and those on the right were the upper half of the group.
For example, a known sheet of $1 1935A North Africa yellow
seals bears the following serials: left side F41952007C-
F41952012C and right side F41954005C-F41954010C. If you
figure this one out, you will discover that this special yellow seal
sheet order consisted of 3996 consecutive serials on 333 sheets!

When the early sheets were ordered for souvenirs, pains were
normally taken to get 12 consecutive numbers on the same
sheet. This involved much hand work with the presses. In the
very earliest situations involving 6-subject numbering presses,
the 12-subject sheets had to be folded in half vertically and fed
through the press twice. Consequently the earliest sheets have a
vertical fold through the center.

The notes shown here were from a regular production run,
not a special sheet order. What we know from these notes is that
the same error occurred in setting the left serials in both the 4th
and 6th positions. The pressman printed the first sheet, pulled it
to check his settings, found the mistakes, and fixed the machine
before continuing the press run. Thus only these two notes from
the press run have the mismatches. They were not produced by
the hundreds or thousands as is commonly the case. There
were just these two: T00900004D/T00000004D and
T00900006D/T00000006D.
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I hope you enjoy seeing these as much as I have enjoyed
bringing them to your attention. Who can imagine what will roll
off the presses next, or become exposed when the next great old
collection finds its way onto the market? ■

Confederate Currency
(Continued from page 155)

Any collector having knowlege of additional counterfeit types
would provide a valuable addition to our knowledge on the sub-
ject by contacting Hank McCarl, P.O. Box 352, Birmingham,
AL 35201-0352.

FOOTNOTES

l ln the North, this Civil War was called the "War of Southern Rebel-
lion," encompassing the period 1861-1865.

2 Grover C. Criswell, Confederate and Southern States Currency,
Citra, Florida: Criswell's Publications, 1976, 294 pp.

3 Type designation based on the widely recognized 72 types of CSA
Notes. CT-10 designates the counterfeit note corresponding to T-10,
CT-11 corresponds to the original T-11, etc. Type XXI is unique since
there is no known original note.

4 Upham imprints identified on some varieties of types designated
"Yes." Others, designated "?," may or may not have varieties printed
by Upham. Those designated by "0" are unlikely to be products of
Upham.

5The number of counterfeit varieties is based on differences in printing,
printed or handwritten signatures, serial number types, variations in
color, obverse and/or reverse patterns, paper types, etc.

6 A large shipment of these "Havana" notes were discovered aboard a
blockade runner from Havana in Mobile in late 1864. The three types
of counterfeit notes were described by a Mobile newspaper in an edi-
torial published in early November, 1864.

7 Types in this table are all counterfeits corresponding to real notes
listed by the indicated designation in the references North American
Currency, Confederate & Southern States Currency (by Criswell) or
UNL for unlisted types.

5Upham imprints identified on some varieties of types designated
"Yes." Others, designated "7," may or may not have varieties printed
by Upham.

9The number of counterfeit varieties is based on differences in printing,
printed or handwritten signatures, serial number types, variations in
color, obverse and/or reverse patterns, paper types. etc.

1°One variety is printed with blue ink, the other with black ink.

III3lack printing on blue paper.
12Paper for both counterfeit varieties and real note is buff. 2nd Variety

of counterfeit misspells "VIRGINLA."

NOTE: Values of counterfeit notes vary according to condition in much
the same way that values of authentic notes vary with condition.
AU, UNC, and CU counterfeit notes are normally worth more
than notes of lower grades. ■

SOUVENIR CARDS ANNOUNCED
The BEP has announced subjects and places of issue for future
cards:

Cherry Hill, NJ — Sept. 18-20:
1907, $10 gold certificate back (item 946)

Honolulu, Hawaii — Nov. 12-15:
1923, $5 silver certificate (item 950)

Lake Buena Vista, FL — Jan. 7-10, 1988:
50( fractional currency, fifth issue (item 952)

By mail, all BEP cards are $4 each from the Bureau of Engrav-
ing and Printing Mail Order Sales, Room 602-11A, 14th & C
Sts., S.W., Washington, D.C. 20228.
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